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eYgkjoqQyd.khZegkHkkxk% dkf'kdkòÙks% eqfærlaLdj.kkuka ekrd̀k.kka p 
ifjp;a nRok ey;k{kjfyf[krkuka ekr̀dk.kka ikBleh{k.k iqjLlja rklka 
ekr̀dk.kka oa'ko{̀ka fu/kZj;frA 

In this paper, an attempt is made to study the manuscripts 
of the Kāśikāvṛtti, written in Malayalum characters. It is aimed to 
make a statement on the possible interrelation of these 
manuscripts with reference to their special features, if any.  

Introduction :Introduction :Introduction :Introduction :  

It is a welknown fact that the Kāśikāvṛtti (KV) is the known 
oldest complete commentary on the Aṣṭādhyāyī (A) of Pāṇini (P). 
Scholars from the west, for more than the last century and a 
quarter have been studying this text available to them in the 
printed format. The Indian tradition has studied it thoroughly 
and held it as a supreme authority after Vyākaraṇamahābhāṣya  of 
Patañjali. In fact there are two very important and now famous 
commentaries written on the KV, namely Nyāsa by Jinendrabuddhi 
and Padamañjarī by Haradatta Miśra. These two commentaries 
were further commented upon by scholars like Maitreya Rakṣita 
(Tantrapradīpa) etc. These subcommentaries were further 
commented upon by scholars like Nandana Miśra 
(Tantrapradīpodyotana on the Tantrapradīpa). I have dealt with 
these in detail in a separate article, published in Prof. G.U.Thite 
Felicitation volume, Pune, 2004.  

                                                
1.   An earlier version of this paper was presented in the Vyākaraṇa 

section of the 13th World Sanskrit Conference held at Edinburgh in 
2006. I wish to thank Dr. Eivind Kahrs for his encouragement which 
helped me revise the paper and publish it.  
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Ever since first publication of this important text in 1874 
from Benares under the editorship of Pt. Balashastri Ranade, 
scholars have recognized and appreciated the importance of this 
work and have been engaged in serious research work related to 
this commentary.  

Kielhorn, for example argued that- “the text of the 
Aṣṭādhyāyī which is given in the Kāśikāvṛtti differs in the case of 
58 rules ….from the text which was known to Kātyāyana and 
Patañjali. ”(1887:178-184). Bhimasen Shastri, another example, in 
his book “Nyāsaparyālocana”(1979) devotes an entire chapter on 
the corrupt readings of the KV and proposes readings according 
to the records in Nyāsa(N).    

Importance of the textual study of theImportance of the textual study of theImportance of the textual study of theImportance of the textual study of the    KVKVKVKV    

It is important for a serious scholar to have a text of the KV, 
edited with as much manuscript evidence available as possible, in 
front of him before making any decisive statement on the basis of 
the evidence based on the KV. There are more than 200 
manuscripts of the KV, available in India and abroad. References 
of the tradition of the KV have been found in the inscriptions of 
Kambodia. The manuscript material is available in more than 8 
different scripts. Use of such a huge amount of material and it’s 
careful study is a gigantic task, perhaps as huge as the task of the 
edition of the Mahābhārata.  

There are several cases where more detailed evidence could 
provide a decisive clue about the exact formation of the text of 
the KV. Thus on P.2.2.6, there appears a vārttika in almost all the 
editions of the KV namely, “naño nalopas tiṅi kṣepe”. Further 
there appears by way of illustration, the examples of the said 
vārttika. Hyderabad edition omits this vārttika. It requires a strong 
reason to explain why it omits this vārttika when all other 
editions print it. The Hyderabad edition does not provide us with 
an adequate justification. In an article (2002), I have tried to 
explain the justification of the decision of omitting the said 
vārttika from the original text of the KV with the help of 
manuscript evidence.  

It is the need of the hour to present the available 
manuscript evidence of the KV to the world of scholars to help 
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decide issues such as mentioned above. None of the editions 
available to date seem to address to undertake this task.  

Printed editions : Printed editions : Printed editions : Printed editions :      

So far, the KV has been printed and published in almost 
twelve editions by different publishing houses. Some are 
published along with the Sanskrit commentaries. Some are with 
the bare text of the KV. Some editions in their prefaces have 
mentioned the manuscript material used.  

The first edition of the KV published in 1874, used three 
mss. In a separate article (2000), I have shown the manuscript 
material on which this first ever printed edition based itself 
upon. I have also shown elsewhere that all the following editions 
have used this first edition as their base.  Puja Deo in her Ph.D. 
dissertation (2000) has confirmed this fact.  

The edition that is published by the Osmania University, 
Hyderabad(Hy) in 1969 is an important edition from this point of 
view. It uses 9 manuscripts for its purpose and describes them 
briefly. It also mentions the first ever printed edition as one of its 
base materials.   

One notices that Hy uses, apart from devanagari, only those 
mss which are written in south Indian scripts. It does not use any 
ms written in śāradā and bengali characters. It also does not take 
into account ms written kannada, tulu and nandināgarī 
characters.   

Birwé (1973), in his critical review of this edition, made 
some strong observations.     

Malayalam Manuscripts : Malayalam Manuscripts : Malayalam Manuscripts : Malayalam Manuscripts :     

In totality, there are more than 50 mss of the KV written in 
the Malayalam characters of whose records are available. Most of 
them are to be found in the libraries in present Kerala. A few are 
deposited at Baroda and a few are at Chennai. Following 
manuscripts  are used for the present analysis of the KV on 2.2. of 
the A.  

M1- Adyar Library, Adyar. No. 70128. Palm leaf. P.-5 
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M2- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
18857. Palm leaf. P.-5.4.158. 

M3- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
25A. Palm leaf. P.-2.4.80. 

M4- Oriental Research Institute, Baroda. No. 25421. Palm leaf. 
P1-6.  

M5- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
82. Palm leaf. P.-3.2 

M6- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
22409. Palm leaf. P.6.1.206. 

M7- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
28B. Palm leaf. 1.4-5.3 

M8- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
11035A. Palm leaf. P.-2. 

M9- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
14959. Palm leaf. P.-4.2.145. 

M10- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
13476A. Palm leaf. 

M11- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
18530. Palm leaf. P.-5.2.137. 

M12- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
17440. Palm leaf. P.-3.2 

There is another manuscript written in M characters which 
is consulted here. It is available only in fragments therefore it is 
not considered here for the study of possible interrelation of the 
mss.  

M13- Oriental Research Institute, Thiruvananthapuram. No. 
17738A. Palm leaf. P.-1.1.25- 3.3 

Features of the Malayalam mss. Features of the Malayalam mss. Features of the Malayalam mss. Features of the Malayalam mss.     

(i)   Date : The only dated ms is M1. It is copied down in 
1547 AD. Unfortunately no information regarding the 
dates of the other mss is available.  
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(ii) Colophons: Almost all these mss have a pattern not to 
mention the name of the author at the end of a pāda. 
This trend is visible in other mss. tradition. Only M1 
is found mentioning the name of the author 
(Jayāditya) at the end of the fifth chapter fourth pāda.  

(iii) Shortest version of the KV :   The text of the KV as 
preserved in M13 can be called as the shortest 
available version of the text of the KV. I now present 
a few portions of this ms.  

a)  2_2_2& v/± uiqalde~A 

leizfoHkkxs v/Z'kCnks uiqaldekfo"Vfyõ% rL;sna xzg.ke~A v/± fiIiY;k% 
v/ZfiIiyhA v/Zdks'kkrdhA 

(Compare: ,dnsf'kuSdkf/dj.k bfr orZrsA leizfoHkkxs v/Z'kCnks 
uiqaldekfo"Vfyõ% rL;sna xzg.ke~A v/Ze~ bR;srÂiqaldesdnsf'kuSdkf/dj.ksu 
leL;rs rRiq#"k'p leklks HkofrA "k"Bhleklkioknks;a ;ksx%A v/± fiIiY;k% 
v/ZfiIiyhA v/Zdks'kkrdhA uiqaldfefr fda xzkek/Z% uxjk/Z%A ,dnsf'kusR;so v/± 
i'kksnsZonÙkL;A nsonÙk'kCnsu lg leklks u HkofrA ,dkf/dj.k bR;so v/± 
fiIiyhuke~A 

b) 2_2_4& izkIrkiÂs p f}rh;;kA 

,dnsf'kuSdkf/dj.k bfr fuòÙke~A izkIrks thfodka izkIrthfod% thfodkizkIr 
bfr okA vkiUuks thfodkekiUuthfod% thfodkiÂ bfr okA  

(Compare: izkIrkiÂs p f}rh;;kA 

,dnsf'kuSdkf/dj.k bfr fuòÙke~A f}rh;lekls izkIrs opufene~A leklfo/kukr~ 
lksfi HkofrA izkIr vkiUu bR;srkS f}rh;kUrsu lg leL;srs rRiq"k'p leklks HkofrA 
izkIrks thfodka izkIrthfod% thfodkizkIr bfr okA vkiUuks thfodkekiÂthfod% 
thfodkiÂ bfr okA 

c) 3.1.91- /krks%A r̀rh;kè;k;ifjlekIrsj;ef/dkj%A drZO;e~ dj.kh;e~A 
(Compare : /krks%A /krksfjR;;ef/dkjks osfnrO;%A vkrr̀h;kè;k;ifjlekIrs% 

;fnr mQèoZe~ vuqØfe";keks /krksfjR;soa rn~ osfnrO;e~ o{;fr rO;ÙkO;kuh;j bfrA 
drZO;e~A dj.kh;e~A /krqxzg.ke~ vuFkZoaQ ;fÄ~o/kS /kRof/dkjkr~A ÑnqiinlaKkFk± 
r£g vfLeu~ /kRof/dkjs rs ;Fkk L;krka iwoZ=k ek Hkwrke~ bfrA vk/Z/krqdlaKkFk± p 
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f}rh;/krqxzg.ka drZO;e~A /krksfjR;soa fofgrL; ;Fkk L;kr~A bg ek Hkwr~ ywH;ke~ 
ywfHkj~ bfrA) 

A detailed discussion on this issue is available in a separate 
article of mine, 1999. Available Portions of 2.2.and 3.1 of this ms. 
have been reproduced in the Ph.D. dissertations of myself (2000) 
and that of Puja Deo (2000).  

(iv)  Shorter version of the text:  Apart from the 
abovementioned manuscript even otherwise the 
tendency of the mss written in M characters is to be 
as short as possible as far as recording the text of the 
KV is concerned. We record here some of the very 
significant passages which are not present in the mss 
written in M characters-  

1. rqjh;'kCnL;kih";rsA rqjh;a fHk{kk;k% rqjh;fHk{kkA fHk{kkrqjh;a okA on 

2.2.3. 

2. u×kks uyksifLrfÄ {ksisA vipfl Roa tkYeA (ok) on 2.2.6. 

3. xq.kkÙkjs.k rjyksi'psfr oDrO;e~A losZ"kka 'osrrj% loZ'osr%A losZ"kka 
egÙkj% loZegku~A u fu/kZj.k bfr izfr"ks/s izkIrs opufene~A 
loZ'kqDyk xkS%A on 2.2.9. 

4. vuUrjk;ka rq izkIrkS izfrf"k¼k;ka fo'ks"k.ka fo'ks";s.k cgqyfefr HkoR;so 
lekl%A iwoZfuikr'p rnk fu;ksxrks fo'ks"k.kL;SoA on 2.2.11. 

In the KV on 3.1, there appear in all 13 ślokavārttikas. Out of 
these, 2(on 3.1.48 and on 3.1.134) are not mentioned in any of the 
mss writen in Malayalam characters. A detailed picture  of this 
fact is presented by Puja Deo (2000).   

All these evidences point out that the text of the KV as 
preserved in M mss is much shorter than what is available today 
in the form of the printed texts.  

Interrelation of these manuscripts : Interrelation of these manuscripts : Interrelation of these manuscripts : Interrelation of these manuscripts :     

Following is a list of variant readings found in 2.2. with the 
help of which a possible interrelation between these mss can be 
sketched.  

1. uiqaldfyõe~ for uiqalde~ in 2.2.2 - M 4,5,6.  
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2. v/Zjtuh added to v/Zdks'kkrdh in 2.2.2 – M4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12. 

3. ifjpkjd added to m}rZd in 2.2.9- M1,2.  

4. ,rs ;ktdkn;% added to ifÙkx.kd in 2.2.9- M10,11. 

5. uoe% for i×pe% in 2.2.11- M7,10,11.  
6. /zkSO;xfrizR;olkukFksZH;% omitted in 2.2.13- M4,5,6.  

7. bfr ommitted in 2.2.13- M4,6.  
8. dr̀Zxzg.ke~ added to lkeF;kZr~  in 2.2.16- M8,9. 

9. leFkZe~ added to vfrÄ~Ure~ in 2.2.19- M8,9.  

10. vO;;su lg leL;rs rRiq#"k'p leklks added to lkseSo in 2.2.20- 

M8,9. 
11. leklks added to rL; in 2.2.20 – M1,2,3,8,9,12. 

12. Ñ×k% Ùkok.keqykS omitted in 2.2.21 – M4,5.  

13. bee~ added to mnde~ in 2.2.23- M8,12.  

14. bee~ for ;e~ in 2.2.24 M4,5.  

15. v'osUæjFkk% added to }U}s in 2.2.33 – M10,M11.  
16. v'osUæjFkk% added to cgq"ofu;e% in 2.2.33- M1,2.  

17. v'osUæjFkk% for bUæjFkk'ok% in 2.2.33- M10,11.   
18. 'k…oh.kknqUnqHk;% for oh.kk'k…nqUnqHk;% in 2.2.34 – M4,6.  

19. lIreh added to iz;ksDrO;e~  in 2.2.35- M4,5,6,8,10,11,12. 

20. cgqozhgkS added to 'kcyxq% in 2.2.35- M8,9.  
21. loZÑ".k% omitted in 2.2.35- M7, 8,9,10,11. 

22. xMqpj.k for xMqd.B% in 2.2.35- M 7,8,9,10,11.  

23. tkriq=k% omitted in 2.2.37- M1,2.  
24. tkrx.M% for tkrnUr% in 2.2.37- M10,11.  

25. fo/kulkeF;kZr~ For leklfo/kukr~ in 2.2.5 – M. 

From this data following groups within the Malayalam 
manuscripts can be formed and these groups can be said to 
have a common source from which it got copied. 

(i) M 4,5,6 (1,6) 
(ii) M 4-12 (2) 
(iii) M 1-2 (3,16,23) 
(iv) M 10-11 (4,15,17,24) 
(v) M 4,6 (7,18) 
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(vi) M 8,9 (8,9,10,20) 
(vii) M 1-3,8,9,12 (11) 
(viii) M 4-5 (12,14) 
(ix) M 4-6,8,10-12 (19) 
(x) M 7-11 (21,22). 
(xi) M (25) 

Analysis : Analysis : Analysis : Analysis :     

In the above data, case “(xi)” clearly points out that all these 
mss must have been copied from a single source. We call it M. It is 
also observed that case “(ii)” provides us with the second largest 
group. The variant is quite significant to say that these mss must 
have copied it from another intermediary source, which can be 
shown on the lower point than M, but originating from M. We 
call it Ma. No other available mss tradition records this variant. 
The variant must then be considered as a feature of a ms 
belonging to M group of mss from which these 9 mss can be said 
to have been copied down. Case “(iii)” suggests that M1 and M2 
can be considered as another group. We call the source of these 
two as Mb.  

Throughout barring one exception we notice that mss M4-
M12 have been behaving in a different manner than M1-M3. 
Therefore it is possible to treat M1-M3 differently. Out of them 
M1 and M2 share 3 variants exclusively. Therefore they can be 
grouped together.  

M3 can be considered to have another source which is 
called Mc.  

In Ma, M4-6 and 8-12 show common features. Case “(ix)” is 
an illustration of this fact. They can be considered as one group 
and their source can be called Ma1. M7 can be considered to have 
a source that is called “Ma2.  

Ma1can be further shown acting as node to Ma1p which is 
shown to act as source for M4,5,6 ; Ma1q which is shown to act as 
source of M8 and M9 ; Ma1r which is shown to act as a source of 
M 10 and M11 ; Ma1s which is shown to act as a source of M12.  

”Cases “(iv)” and “(vi)” can be considered as evidence 
enough to say that M9 and M11 are copied down from M8 and 
M10 respectively. (or vice versa).   
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Thus we can claim to have arrived at a stemma of the 
Malayalam manuscripts for 2.2. of the KV.  

The only case which can not be entirely satisfactorily 
explained with the help of this stemma is “(vii)”. To explain this 
case we have to show some more strings in our picture. 

Stemma of Malayalam manuscripts of the KV 2.2Stemma of Malayalam manuscripts of the KV 2.2Stemma of Malayalam manuscripts of the KV 2.2Stemma of Malayalam manuscripts of the KV 2.2    
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